Congratulations Graduates

The list of candidates for degrees, certificates, and diplomas appearing herein is subject to such corrections, with respect to additions, deletions, and changes, as may be necessary. The information as presented is current as of the program printing deadline. Graduates attending the ceremony are presented to the Chancellor alphabetically. The winner of the most prestigious award in each faculty, if attending, is presented first.

FACULTY OF ARTS

Doctor of Philosophy
Mustafa Abdedinaf, Comparative Literature, Iran
Angela Lynn Britich, Religious Studies, Quebec
Christopher Douglas Cox, Linguistics, Saskatchewan
Rebecca Fredrickson, English in English and Film Studies, British Columbia
Megan Jennifer Hight, Anthropology, Edmonton
Douglas Inglis, Linguistics, Edmonton
Thea Luig, Anthropology, Germany
Heather Simeney MacLeod, English in English and Film Studies, British Columbia
Derrit Brinted Mason, English in English and Film Studies, Ontario
Omulile Peter Odugunde, English in English and Film Studies, Edmonton
Vincent Joseph Porretta, Linguistics, United States
Ian Douglas Wilson, Religious Studies, United States

Master of Arts
Jared Mark Bielby, Humanities in Computing, Edmonton
Sean Christopher Brown, Classical Archaeology in History and Classics, Edmonton
Yiwei Cheng, History in History and Classics, China
Stephen Mitchell Drapaka, History in History and Classics, Edmonton
Geoffrey Aidan Ebel, Economics, Calgary
David James Bruce Gilbert, History in History and Classics, Edmonton
Reid Jordan Graham, Anthropology, Manitoba
Tia Jesha Lalan, English in English and Film Studies, Calgary
Devon Elise McPhalen Lemire, History in History and Classics, Edmonton
Jessica Lindsey MacQueen, English in English and Film Studies, Edmonton
Jorun Moon, English in English and Film Studies, Republic of Korea
Robert Henry Money, Religious Studies, Edmonton
Duncan Lamont Peck, Classical Archaeology in History and Classics, Edmonton
Pong Giu, Japanese Language and Linguistics in East Asian Studies, China
Silvia Ruth Russell, Humanities in Computing, Edmonton
Nell Patrick Thomson, Ancient Societies and Cultures in History and Classics, Edmonton
Zeran Varkoz, English in English and Film Studies, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Kaitlin Slane Young, Anthropology, British Columbia
Joyce Mo-Yeen Tu, Humanities in Computing, Edmonton
Lydia Zvyagintseva, Humanities in Computing, Edmonton

Master of Science
Daniel Kari Erhard Reisinger, Linguistics, Germany

Master of Fine Arts
Emile Anne Michella St Milaine, Drawing/Intermedia in Art and Design, Manitoba

Bachelor of Arts with Honors
Ji Soo An, Economics, Republic of Korea
Krisha Armand, Creative Writing and English, Edmonton
Dylan Raymond Bernhard, Linguistics, Edmonton

Jocelyn Ann Beyer, Anthropology, Edmonton
Meredith Kathleen Taylor Comba, History, Edmonton
Elizabeth Violet Jessica Cytko, Classical Studies, Edmonton
Rachel Louise Delgraff, Classical Studies, Edmonton
Thi Lan Do, Economics, Viet Nam
Rhea Shai Ann Evans, English, Edmonton
Charlotte Anna Ferss, History, Edmonton
Luthia Hope Friskee, Anthropology, Edmonton
Jit Preston Fung, Economics, British Columbia
Melissa Ashley Gee, English, Edmonton
Gahar John David Gill, Economics, Edmonton
Sharif Ahmed Issawi, Economics, Edmonton
Conrad Quinn Lebel, English, Edmonton
Daniel John Letcher, Economics, Sherwood Park
Kunjun Li, Economics, China
Sijie Li, Economics, China
Keely Paige Morrow, Linguistics, Edmonton
Monique Anne Nelson, Anthropology, Edmonton
Nyan Thi Ngyen, Economics, Viet Nam
Hong Th Nguyen-Sears, English, Edmonton
Jennifer Amy Pliecas, Classical Studies, Edmonton
Kassandra Ivan Poter, Anthropology, Edmonton
Keeryn Segal Selig, Anthropology, Peace River
Marysa Helena Wojcik, English, Edmonton
Michael John Harry Woolley, History of Art, Design and Visual Culture, Edmonton
John Jin Hyon Yoon, English, Republic of Korea

Bachelor of Arts
Matthew David Asberg, English with French Language and Literature Minor, Edmonton
Eloyse Jayme Adamic, Economics with Mathematical Sciences Minor, Edmonton
Omotayo Omolola Adeyemo, English with Computing Science Minor, Nigeria
Anis Adila Binti Akmar, Economics with Political Science Minor, Malaysia
Shane Thomas Allan, History with Russian Language and Literature Minor, Sherwood Park
Daniel Antonio Alvarado, Economics with Latin American Studies Minor, Edmonton
Derek Robert Ames, Economics with Sociology Minor, Edmonton
Kathleen Elaine Messier Antonakos, English with History Minor, Edmonton
Justin Lloyd Arnold, English with Psychology Minor, Cold Lake
Jennifer Lisa Daniella Austen, Anthropology with Classical Studies Minor, Edmonton
Shannan Marie Barres, English with Women's and Gender Studies, Edmonton
Katie Moriah Bartee, History with Psychology Minor, Edmonton
Tyler Jacob Bastide, Japanese Language and Literature with Linguistics Minor, Saskatchewan
Jessica Mattie Bell, Classical Studies with Art and Design Minor, Edmonton
Karl Patrick Sigmund Benke, History with Anthropology Minor, Edmonton
Heather Melanie Elizabeth Berbenak, Anthropology with Classical Studies Minor, St Albert
Amy Kathleen Bennett, Anthropology and Sociology, Lake Isle
Andrew John Booth, History with Classical Studies Minor, Lac La Biche
Anna Louise Boryniec, Classics with Sociology Minor, Sherwood Park
Angela Mary-Beth Boyer, East Asian Studies with Japanese Language and Literature Minor, Edmonton
Natasha Maria Brooks, Drama and English, Edmonton
Joshua Edmund Brown, Economics with English Minor, Ontario
Kenzie Nicole Bunting, English with Native Studies Minor, Edmonton
Richard Scott Bursey, History with Political Science Minor, Newfoundland
Deyvin Marie Caldwell, Anthropology with Classical Studies Minor, Leduc
Danielle Kathleen Callan, Art and Design with Psychology Minor, Yukon
Jereme Parish Campbell, Economics with Native Studies Minor, Edmonton
Danielle Jane Carlson, English with Creative Writing Minor, Edmonton
Eamon John Maguire Carroll, Economics and History, Edmonton
Jared William Cathro, Human Geography and Political Science, Edmonton
Joy Chahal, Economics with Political Science Minor, Sherwood Park

Nicole Larretta Chalifoux, Anthropology and Sociology, St Albert
Breanne Mary Alice Chambers, Anthropology with Sociology Minor, St Albert
Boqiao Chen, Economics with Mathematics Minor, China
Can Chen, Economics with Sociology Minor, China
Keuru Chen, Economics with Mathematics Minor, China
Zhao Yi Chen, Economics with Psychology Minor, China
Rui Cheng, History with Classical Studies Minor, China
Tian Shi Chi, Economics and Mathematics, China
Wai Fung Cho, Art and Design with Comparative Literature, Hong Kong SAR
Sarah Ruan Ting Chung, English and Comparative Literature, Edmonton
Lisa Dawn Clark, Anthropology with Art and Design Minor, Edmonton
Sarah Jane Comeau, Anthropology with Classical Studies Minor, Sherwood Park
Stacey Colleen Cook, English and Anthropology, Edmonton
Regan Frances Cayne, History and Political Science, Edmonton
Daisy Nina Dauer, Drama, Edmonton
Sarah Christine Davidson, English with Women's and Gender Studies Minor, Sherwood Park
Jared Davies, History with Middle Eastern and African Studies Minor, Red Deer
Jesse Victor James Davis, Linguistics with Classical Language Minor, Edmonton
Erynn Ceirn Dearden, Film Studies with English Minor, Edmonton
Luting Deng, Economics with Statistics Minor, China
Scott Francis Devlin, Linguistics with Spanish Language and Literature Minor, Edmonton
Mitchell William Beater, Drama, Edmonton
Shaoshen Dong, Economics with Mathematics Minor, China
Xun Dong, Economics with History Minor, China
Andrew James Dool, Drama with Philosophy Minor, Calgary
Kristina Lee Dziedziuk, English - Cooperative Education Program with Creative Writing Minor, Edmonton
Jaclyn Michelle Duff, Economics with History Minor, Edmonton
Jaslyn Camille Dunger, Linguistics with Psychology Minor, Edmonton
Emily Marianne Dyck, Human Geography with Sociology Minor, Edmonton

Lyu Suheil Ejaznon, Drama, Fort McMurray
Alexander Montgomery Ettinger, History with International Studies Minor, Edmonton
Chen Fang, Art and Design with East Asian Studies Minor, China
Xuanzhe Fang, Economics with Mathematics Minor, China
Jaclyn Dawn Flalta, History of Art, Design and Visual Culture with Anthropology Minor, Edmonton
Taylor Elena Footz-Horvat, Economics with Psychology Minor, Edmonton
Scott Wesley Ford, Japanese Language and Literature with English Minor, Edmonton
Stephen Daniel Fortier, Economics with Political Science Minor, Edmonton
Samantha Marie Foughton, Drama with Philosophy Minor, Fort Saskatchewan
Mareike Marion Friedricht, History with Classical Language Minor, Edmonton
Rui Fu, Economics with Mathematics Minor, China
Zhi Jie Fu, Economics with Mathematics Minor, China
Jama Gamber, Anthropology with East Asian Studies Minor, Edmonton
Ashley Breanne Gandy, Linguistics with Psychology Minor, British Columbia
John Renzo Villar Garcia, Linguistics with Psychology Minor, Sherwood Park
Alexia Julie Garrett, Anthropology with History Minor, St Albert
David Alexander Patrick Garrett, Economics with Mathematics Minor, Edmonton
Stella Maria Gatto, History of Art, Design and Visual Culture with Sociology Minor, Edmonton
Sarani Senal Perera, Economics and Women's and Gender Studies Minor, Edmonton
Vanessa Sara Gomez, English with Drama Minor, Edmonton
Weifan Dong, Japanese Language and Literature with East Asian Studies Minor, China
Stella Lawrence Gore, Economics with Psychology Minor, Edmonton